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Abstract - In the current situation, with vehicle
concentration the problem of the dispatch route. This is
main factors to be considered in this project. Other
factors to consider Hitchhiking travel and traveler and
driver safety, Customer needs and vehicle capacity. Also
Must be adaptable to group more commuters vehicle.
Index Terms - Hitchhiking, Commuters Vehicle, Drive
safety, Carbon Emission.

I.INTRODUCTION
In this project I got a free rider framework an easy way
for travelers to book and serve their vehicles. Vehicles
shared between owners user. Comfortable Used when
we travel around the world. This framework is
basically a client application. A server that processes
all incoming information matching routes can reduce
travel and time costs By sharing the journey. For
carpooling, the owner and driver must be specified
Their source and destination. He reached him Please
specify a destination within the maximum delay range
departure point and destination point.
[9] This Paper presents three sets of analytical options.
One is, ride share is now intended to investigate
aspects related to what are considered potential
passenger transport. The first is to examine aspects
related to the willingness to participate in the sharing
program. Possibility Passengers for passengers were
defined based on answers to questions about how a
driver driving alone would work if he could not drive
alone. Ride sharing program, Those who are registered
in the sharing route.

achieve economic, safety and environmental goals.
Mobility management or demand for transport is a set
of plans to promote more efficient traffic patterns
towards achieving specific planning objectives.
Increased traffic congestion and related externalities
require research into options to reduce the number of
vehicles moving into the city center on a daily basis,
especially single-seater vehicles. Based on statistics
from single-passenger travelers, we aim to use the
choice of roulette wheels to mimic the behavior of one
potential car user.
[12]We used a geographic information system to
analyze and determine the most optimal land area
according to two data categories: internal and external
demand factors. Appropriate locations for car sharing
were ranked according to the results of the network
analysis. Next, the location allocation model network
determined 30 identified locations. Determining the
best location for car sharing should also be directly
related to reducing CO2 emissions. The reduction in
carbon dioxide emissions from car sharing in 2013
was estimated at 62,070 tonnes of CO2eq. Emission
reductions are forecast to increase further to 172,923
tCO2eq by 2020.
[23] And the ride sharing market are booming around
the world . The demo of the market growing are shown
in the figure.1.

II.EXISTING SYSTEM
[13] The online vehicles network system is a new
standard that provides comfortable and stable driving
for both users and vehicles owners who use this
program in the city. Mobility is one of the fundamental
roles of modern society. People and goods move
around the world in constant and extensive efforts to
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III.PROPOSED SYSTEM
The vehicle collection system is with a number of
buttons features while identifying key features
established system Features of the proposed system
quite unique compared to other existing systems.
Dynamic systems are designed and performed. This
the system can be used for a variety of vehicle types.
This system is designed for most available vehicles
such as cars, taxi, truck, bus, motorcycle, etc.
[16]Accessible to users and can send requests to the
driver of the vehicle. That's it The system can be used
dynamically for all vehicles. Abide not available car
systems for dynamic vehicles. The proposed system is
designed for dynamic vehicles.
we propose and apply top-up or prepaid methods for
paid through the system. Users or passengers can make
requests to the driver. Request now received and the
passenger boarded the vehicle, the passenger can make
payments to the driver through an upi account or
whatever another bank account. The online transaction
system delivers money transfer security, for online
transactions a safe and secure process.
So, users are free to use it system This system also has
a payment guarantee search options and techniques
that provide security, accessibility for users.
In this system the user can search for different types of
files vehicles. With GPS, the user's location is tracked
system and the vehicle closest to the suggested users.
The nearest vehicle is identified by measuring the
distance is then mediated between vehicles payments
owners and passengers. With this information, we
have a good idea of how the system works, and
incentives for those who use: users can also taxi have
a cheaper trip if the system finds that route can be
shared. Otherwise, taxi users will get it a normal single
trip. For those who have a car there incentives to
reduce travel costs, by the way pay to send them more
by their original route. The most challenging part of
this system is how to score a good match.
[15]Also considering the online carpooling system
connects owners with nearby people who need a
vehicles. It provides a platform as a link between
supply and demand and creates new mobility services.
Tolls are determined by the vehicles owner within
miles and handle all administrative matters as well.
Software's and Technique
We are useing these types of software.
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Html
JavaScript
React Js
Google Firebase

Methods to apply
[23]In this section, we describe a system that, on the
one hand, is will be used by taxi companies and
vehicle owners interested in offering a ride, and on the
other left so vehicle users and the public want to drive.
That's it the system is very simple and consists of two
components.
1. A mobile app that taxi passengers use to determine
source and purpose, time to be served and maximum
time to deliver. In the case of passengers, they also
have to sign up how much he was willing to pay for
the ride. That's it the application is also used by
vehicles owners who specify, source, destination, time
of departure and maximum the time allowed to arrive
at the destination.
2. The server that receives all the information you want
and try to compare taxis with different taxis demands,
and passengers for vehicle owners. That's it that it is
difficult to make a good solution meet some
requirements.
3. Time No one can reach a destination later the
maximum time allowed, and none are available
performed by the service.
4. Security systems used by passengers and vehicles
the owner requires prior registration. Users can
determine if he is just riding a friend's friends, for
example, use data from social network Also, other
protections can be used such as track routes using GPS
data.
ARCHITECTURE Behaviour
[19]The proposed system integration process depends
in a three-level architecture. This three -story
architecture used to allow the proposed system to be
more robust and to provide flexibility in the
application. Become the proposed system integrates
various protocols and software effective.
Client Level: The interface acts as a client three -level
architectural model level. The web browser and smart
phone touch screen processes and system interface.
That's it The graphical user interface of the proposed
system working at this level. File interface a system
designed for the user. System provides a very easy and
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friendly user interface GUI Thus, users of all age
groups can easily access the system smoothly. After
the client level, the middle level of the proposed
system is started, as well as direct levels.
[19]Middle Level: The Web Application has three
levels system, the majority of application logic is at an
intermediate level. The level of client involvement
data and collect data from users as save the database
tier and receive the data. That's it the intermediate
level occupies most of the remaining roles and join
other levels. This level determines the structure and
content to be displayed user and also process user
input. Users the input is made into a query in the
database read or write data. This intermediate level
application logic integrates the user with database
management system. These components middle level
interaction with database management system. For the
proposed vehicle unification system, intermediate
level play an important role of the system.
Intermediate level open and monitor all required items
for the system. The database level is the direct level of
the system.
Database level: The database level is the basis the level
of the proposed system. Designing a database and the
building level is the first step. Based on a diagram of
the entity relationship underway system design stage,
the proposed database the system is built on google
firebase.
The proposed system can be considered simple
process. First, the user needs to create an account on
vehicle pool site. The first user validation level is done
when the user confirms the account via email
verification Furthermore, users can log in and access
files in the dashboard panel. The dashboard panel
shows options for the user After that, the user chooses
to send a request. Once the request is received, the user
goes to willing it Payment options. Then complete the
payment successful, the user sees the driver details.
Proposed system, the driver is another type of user.
Hence, they are for the user interface, the driver also
needs a new opening account and requires completing
email verification. On enter the system, drivers can
access the dashboard panel and can see the options. In
the driver dashboard, everything The currently sent
drive request is displayed.
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Passenger level: The first role of the passenger vehicle
collection is about opening an account and for confirm
your account via email verification. Next, passengers
send requests for a new ride as well track history Try
to act like the passengers and activities, there are a
number of features required in the proposed vehicle
assembly system. However, we managed to meet some
of these people requirements, namely, create a new
account for access the system, can enter the system,
can send Payment Options Request, Help.
Admin level: For the proposed system, admin manage
the database. Admin keep track numbers and also keep
notes. Consider the role and activities of the admin,
there are a number of features required in the proposal
vehicle pooling project. However, only a few the
requirements are included in this system, namely as
below, Log in as admin, View all now and prior
requests, Monitor and track active request. The
application is shown in.
Working:
[24]The Ride share platform uses a smartphone
application that connects drivers to passengers in the
area. The driver logs in to the application and sets the
status online to indicate that he can accept the ride.
Request: When the customer selects a destination and
requests pickup, the driver receives a message and
they can choose to accept or decline the ride.
Driver: Once the journey has been accepted and the
passengers have been taken care of, the driver will
proceed to the passenger's destination, and also he can
choose multiple customer for all the available seats till
then seats are filled fully.
Arrival: When the driver arrives at his final
destination, the trip ends and the passengers exit the
vehicle and they can share the distance with all
passengers and offer the price for the ride. Distance,
time and base fare are all set by the company. The
price will be displayed to the passenger in the app
before the trip is requested. Some platforms offer a
dynamic pricing model. During rush hour, tolls are
increased by multiplying tolls to try to get more drivers
on the road.
Demand:
Demand of ride sharing in the share mobility services
or transportation services are shown in figure.2.
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HOME PAGE OF THE SOFTWARE.
Fig.2

FLOWDIGRAM FOR VEHICLE ROUTING

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
LOGIN AND SIGNUP PAGE.
Signup and Signin for the first time user for both driver
and rider.

Database
To store all the data of user to the cloud firestore.
RIDER PAGE FOR REQUEST THE VEHICLE.
Rider page for requesting the upcoming ride.

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
ENHANCEMENT

DRIVER PAGE FOR REQUEST THE VEHICLE.
Driver and Rider page for accepting the ride.
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[16]In the past few years The system for dynamic
vehicle concentration in urban areas. It was proposed.
The main purpose is Use / use vacant seats in all types
of vehicles. In addition, the proposed system is
intended to be eliminated Abuse of vehicle space. So,
the proposed system is considered as a suitable
additional system user transportation needs based on
location and purpose.
The system also offers the security user Hence, the
UID number is used for registration and Level two
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verification is used for authentication. Become the
proposed system further ensures security for users
compared to other existing systems. The framework
has social and economic impact on society. Cut it can
also help reduce congestion effectively vehicle use and
reduce CO2 in the environment. That's it the proposed
scheme has already been initiated. Next time, tests
receive full planned will be performed.
We will also be adding a smart navigation system to
make it easy to navigate and move as you like because
you can’t see the map.
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